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Abstract. We present the ﬁrst exact method based on the topology of a
metabolic network to ﬁnd minimal sets of metabolites (called precursors)
suﬃcient to produce a set of target metabolites. In contrast with previous
proposals, our model takes into account self-regenerating metabolites
involved in cycles, which may be used to generate target metabolites
from potential precursors. We analyse the complexity of the problem
and we propose an algorithm to enumerate all minimal precursor sets for
a set of target metabolites. The algorithm can be applied to identify a
minimal medium necessary for a cell to ensure some metabolic functions.
It can be used also to check inconsistencies caused by misannotations in
a metabolic network. We present two illustrations of these applications.

1

Introduction

The metabolic capacities of an organism are directly deﬁned by the set of its
possible biochemical reactions. The links between reactions and compounds (or
metabolites) that are used/produced by such reactions constitute the metabolic
network of an organism. Once the metabolic network of an organism has been
deﬁned (see [2] for an overview of the metabolic data reconstruction process),
the following important question arises: how are the essential metabolites for the
organism produced? Equivalently, which are the metabolites that the organism
needs to obtain from its environment to produce those essential metabolites? In
the sequel, we call such metabolites precursors.
One way to answer this question is to manually inspect the metabolic pathways deﬁned as present in the organism: the presence of any metabolic pathway
is determined by comparing the set of reactions of a reconstructed metabolic network with the set of reactions in the reference metabolic pathways contained in
metabolic databases such as metacyc from the biocyc database collection [1]
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or kegg [5]. However, each reference metabolic pathway represents a very small
part of the whole network and does not consider what occurs upstream of the
pathway, nor whether some alternative organism-speciﬁc pathways exist.
With the goal of detecting inconsistencies in ecocyc (the pathway-genome
database dedicated to the bacterium Escherichia coli), Romero and Karp [8] used
a whole-network approach to ﬁnd precursors, while Handorf et al. [4] proposed a
method to identify minimal metabolite sets required by an organism to produce
all metabolites contained in a target set. In the method of Romero and Karp,
the deﬁnition of potential precursors is very restrictive while it is very broad
in Handorf et al.’s method. In this paper, we propose an exact method that
may deal with any set of potential precursors deﬁned by the user. Our method
also takes into account the fact that most reactions are deﬁned as reversible
because of a lack of information on metabolite concentrations and enzyme kinetic
properties. It can be used with a directed, undirected or mixed hypergraph
representation of a metabolic network. It is not clear whether previous proposals
could handle such cases.
In their paper, Romero and Karp did also not provide any details on how they
dealt with cycles of reactions, a crucial issue when analysing metabolic networks.
A similar consideration applies to the Handorf method, where a reaction can be
ﬁred only if all the metabolites are in the sub-network already produced by the
process. The method is therefore not able to take into account metabolites which
cannot be reached by such a process. The second main contribution of this paper
is to address this problem by explicitly dealing with cycles when computing
precursor sets. By a cycle, we refer to the concept of cycle in a hypergraph
representation of a metabolic network which we describe in detail in Section 2.
This calls for the introduction of the new, biologically well-founded concept
of “self-regenerating” metabolites that cannot be considered as available in inﬁnite supply, e.g. provided by the environment, as is assumed to be the case
for precursors. Such metabolites need to be continuously regenerated, but they
have the ability to participate in their own regeneration, and in the subsequent
generation of other metabolites. Self-regenerating metabolites will be part of at
least one cycle. In [8], Romero and Karp very informally deﬁne what they call
bootstrapping compounds that may be related to our self-regenerating metabolites but only partially and the list of such compounds needs furthermore to be
provided as input by the user.
In Section 2, we give basic notations and deﬁnitions. In Section 3, we analyse
the complexity of ﬁnding a minimal and a minimum precursor set. An exact
method for enumerating all minimal precursor sets for a given set of target
metabolites is described in Section 4. Finally, the method is illustrated with two
applications in Section 5. For the sake of space most proofs are omitted.

2

Preliminaries

A metabolic network consists of a set of metabolites and a set of reactions. Each
reaction transforms a subset of metabolites, the substrates, into another subset
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of metabolites, the products of the reaction. Such a network can be modeled as
a directed hypergraph G = (C, R) with C the set of vertices corresponding to
metabolites (also called compounds) and R the set of hyperedges corresponding
to reactions. A hyperedge r ∈ R is directed away from a compound c ∈ C only
if c is a substrate of r, and directed into c only if c is a product of r. Note that
reactions can be reversible: each reversible reaction is modelled as two diﬀerent
reactions of opposite direction.
A solution to the problem of ﬁnding precursors for a speciﬁc set of target
metabolites is a set of compounds that are in “inﬁnite” supply (for instance,
from the environment) and can be used as substrates of some reactions. These
reactions will then produce new metabolites, thereby increasing the set of available metabolites. By iterating the process, we can check whether the target is
produced.
This way of considering the dynamics of a network is not enough to model
the real process. Indeed, the network could have cycles that regenerate their
own metabolites: metabolites that are not available initially could still be used
as substrates of reactions because they are part of a cycle in which they are both
produced and consumed. We call such metabolites self-regenerating and we observe that they can be used to generate other metabolites that are not potential
precursors. Self-regenerating metabolites and the metabolites they enable to be
generated will be called the continuously available metabolites.
Let us consider the network of Figure 1 with A and C as potential precursors
and E as target metabolite. In this case, B and D are self-regenerating metabolites that are continuously available. Note that G is also a continuously available
metabolite.

A

D

R1
H

B

R3

R2
C

R4

G

E

I

R5
F

Fig. 1. A metabolic network G with set of metabolites C = {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I},
set of reactions R = {R1, R2, R3, R4, R5}

For each reaction r ∈ R, we call Inp(r) the set of substrates of r and Out(r)
the set of products of r. In what follows, P(S) denotes the power set of a set S.
Definition 1. Given X ∈ P(C), Reach(X) ∈ P(C) is the set of compounds y
for which there exists r ∈ R with Inp(r) ⊆ X and Out(r)  y.
In other words, y ∈ Reach(X) if there exists a reaction in R producing y whose
substrates are in X.
Given sets X, compounds in inﬁnite supply, and Z, continuously available
compounds, we wish to compute the total set of compounds that can be produced
by the network.
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Definition 2 (Reachability Function). Let X ∈ P(C) and Z ∈ P(C) be two
subsets of metabolites. The reachability function fZ : P(C) −→ P(C) is defined
as fZ (X) = X ∪ Reach(X ∪ Z).
We deﬁne the functions fZk (X) = fZ (fZk−1 (X)), with fZ1 (X) = fZ (X), as the
function obtained by iterating k times the function fZ .
Definition 3 (Scope Function). Let Z ∈ P(C) and X ∈ P(C) be two subsets
of metabolites. The scope function fZ∗ : P(C) −→ P(C) is fZ ∗ (X) = fZ k (X) for
any k such that fZ k (X) = fZ k+1 (X).
Note that fZ is monotone, both in X and in Z and fZ ∗ represents what may be
produced from X with the help of Z and using reactions in R. To deﬁne when a
set of compounds X is a precursor set of a target T , we therefore need to impose
that fZ ∗ contains T , and fZ ∗ can “regenerate” Z.
Definition 4 (Precursor Set). A set of metabolites X ⊆ P(C) is a precursor
set of T ⊆ P(C) if there exists a set Z ⊆ P(C) such that fZ ∗ (X) ⊇ T ∪ Z.
Note that in the above deﬁnition we are interested only in the existence of Z
and not in characterising the set of available compounds that allows X to be a
precursor set of T .
We now deﬁne a precursor set of a single target t in the hypergraph model.
Definition 5 (Hyperpath with a Set of continuously available Metabolites).
A set H(X, Z, t) ∈ P(R) of reactions is a hyperpath from a set of metabolites
X to t using another set of metabolites Z if it satisfies:
1. The reactions in H(X, Z, t) can be ordered < r1 , r2 , . . . , rk > so that:
i) for all ri , Inp(ri ) ⊂ X ∪ Z ∪ Out(r1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ Out(ri−1 );
ii) t ∈ Out(rk );
iii) for all s ∈ Z, there exists j(s) such that s ∈ Out(rj(s) ),
2. No proper subset of H(X, Z, t) verifies the above.
Clearly, if there is a hyperpath H(X, Z, t) then X is a precursor set of t. For
instance, in the Figure 1, if E is the target, and A and C are potential precursors,
there is a hyperpath H(A, C, B, E) = r1, r2, r3, r4 such that the set A,C is a
precursor set of E.
The reverse is shown in the following.
Lemma 6. If X is a precursor set of t, then there exists a hyperpath H(X, Z, t)
for some Z ∈ P(C).
Sketch of the Proof
In the following we deﬁne recursively a sequence of reactions: starting from the
target t, at each step i we choose a reaction ri that produces a non-precursor
and/or a substrate not yet produced by some of the previous reactions r1 , . . . ,
ri−1 . The obtained sequence may contain repetitions. By eliminating repetitions and inverting the list, we get an ordered set H that fullﬁlls condition 1 of
Deﬁnition 5.
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In order to ﬁnd reactions that can be reached from X, we only consider
reactions in the set W = {r ∈ R | Inp(r) ⊆ fZ ∗ (X)}, i.e. reactions that takes
as substrates only compounds available in the scope of X.
Let N0 = {t} and A0 = ∅. At iteration i, i ≥ 1, we deﬁne the sets Ai =
∪ij=1 Out(rj )\X and Ni = ∪ij=1 Inp(rj )\(Ai ∪X), i.e., Ai is the set of compounds
produced in the ﬁrst i reactions and Ni the set of compounds consumed but not
yet made available in the ﬁrst i reactions. In iteration i, select some ci ∈ Ni−1 .
Since ci ∈
/ X, we know, by deﬁnition of W , that there exists a reaction ri ∈ W
with ci ∈ Out(ri ). We update the set Ai by Ai−1 ∪ (Out(ri ) \ X) and deﬁne
the set Si = Inp(ri ) ∩ Ai , substrates of ri that have been produced already. We
update Ni = (Ni−1 ∪ Inp(ri )) \ (Ai ∪ X).
This process is iterated until Ni is empty, which has to occur since the sequence of Ai is monotone. Let k be the ﬁrst (and last) iteration such that Nk = ∅
and let Z = ∪ki=1 Si . The sequence ω = r1 , . . . , rk may have repetitions. We deﬁne r̄1 , . . . , r̄ as the subsequence that contains only the ﬁrst occurrence of each
reaction and deﬁne H = {r̄1 , . . . , r̄ } to be the set including all these reactions.
In the full version we shall show that the above deﬁned set of reactions fullﬁlls
the conditions of Deﬁnition 5.
In the following we study the three problems below:
Problem mal-PS(G, P, T ): given a metabolic network G = (C, R) with
P ⊂ C the set of all potential precursors and T ⊂ C the set of target
metabolites, ﬁnd a minimal precursor set X ⊂ P of T in G.
Problem min-PS(G, P, T ): given a metabolic network G = (C, R) with
P ⊂ C the set of all potential precursors and T ⊂ C the set of target
metabolites, ﬁnd a minimum size precursor set X ⊂ P of T in G.
Problem allmal-PS(G, P, T ): given a metabolic network G = (C, R)
with P ⊂ C the set of all potential precursors and T ⊂ C the set of target
metabolites, enumerate all minimal precursor sets X ⊂ P of T in G.
Given the network of Figure 1, let E be the target and {A, C, F} the potential
precursors. A solution to the mal-PS(G, P, T ) problem is {A, C} or {F} whereas
the precursor set {A, C, F} is not a solution because it is not minimal. The
solution to the min-PS(G, P, T ) problem is {F}. Finally, the solution to the
allmal-PS(G, P, T ) problem is given by {A, C} and {F}.

3

Minimal and Minimum Precursor Sets

The following useful Lemma is an interesting result in itself.
Lemma 7. Given G, T , there exists a polynomial time algorithm to check
whether a set X is a precursor set of T in G.
The following algorithm for mal-PS(G, P, T ) resembles the one presented by
Handorf et al. [4]. Given G, P and T , a simple algorithm to solve mal-PS(G, P, T )
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ﬁrst sets X = P ; at the beginning all compounds in X are unmarked. Then, the
algorithm determines whether X is a precursor set of T in G using the algorithm
in the proof of Lemma 7. If the answer is negative, then there is no precursor
set and the algorithm stops. Otherwise, let u be an arbitrary unmarked compound of X and set X  = X − {u}; the algorithm determines whether X  is a
precursor set of T in G. If so, then u is deleted from X: there exists at least one
minimal solution that does not contain u. If not, then u remains in X and it
is marked. The algorithm iterates this procedure until no unmarked compounds
are left. Since all marked compounds are essential for a precursor set, they form
a minimal precursor set of T in G. The following theorem states the correctness
of the algorithm.
Theorem 8. Given G, P, T , there exists a polynomial time algorithm that solves
mal-PS(G, P, T ).
The following is proved by a reduction from the Hitting Set problem [3].
Theorem 9. min-PS(G, P, T ) is NP-hard.

4

Algorithm for Enumerating All Minimal Precursor Sets

To facilitate the exposition, we consider the case of a single target metabolite. The
solution for several target metabolites is computed by adding an artiﬁcial node to
the metabolic network and one irreversible reaction that has each target as substrate and the artiﬁcial node as only product, which then acts as the single target.
The algorithm is composed of two steps: the ﬁrst one deﬁnes a special structure,
called a replacement tree, that contains a representation of at least one hyperpath
(see Section 2) for each precursor set of t. To achieve this, we proceed in a way that
is analogous to the one adopted in the proof of Lemma 6; the main diﬀerence is that
in this case X is unknown (in fact the algorithm is seeking all X that are precursor
sets for t). Therefore, when the algorithm moves backwards in the network starting
from t, it must consider all reactions and not only those in W . At the end of step
1, the replacement tree will contain a representation of at least one hyperpath for
each minimal precursor set of t but also the representation of some hyperpaths
that do not represent minimal precursor sets. In the second step, the replacement
tree is used to enumerate all the precursor sets for the target metabolite, and sets
of metabolites that are not precursor sets are removed.
The proof of the correctness of the algorithm uses Lemma 6 and is omitted.
The time and space complexity of the algorithm are linear in the size of the
replacement tree whose size can be exponential (note also that the number of
solutions might in any case be exponential in the size of P ). We ﬁnally observe
that the two steps are described separately for the sake of clarity: in fact they can
be executed simultaneously, thereby improving the time and space requirements.
Building the Replacement Tree
The replacement tree is rooted and directed from its root to the leaves. Nodes
of the tree are labelled either by a metabolite or by a reaction. In the ﬁrst case,
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we have a metabolite node while in the second a reaction node. The children of a
metabolite node are reaction nodes labelled by those reactions that produce the
metabolite while the children of a reaction node are labelled by its substrates. In
the tree, both metabolite and reaction nodes have only one parent whereas both
can have several children. In the sequel, we use the terms product node for the
parent of a reaction node and substrate nodes for the children of a reaction node.
The construction of the tree starts at the root t. For each reaction producing
this metabolite, we create a reaction node, which has as parent the root, and as
children new metabolite nodes corresponding to the substrates of the considered
reaction. In this way, we obtain a tree (of depth 3) whose leaves are metabolites.
This process is then iterated for each new metabolite node.
Let us call u a newly created metabolite node and c the corresponding metabolite of u. Along any branch of the tree, the process stops when one of these three
conditions below is veriﬁed:
1. c corresponds also to an ancestor of u,
2. c corresponds to a child of one reaction node ancestor of u, or
3. c is not produced by any reaction (we cannot go further back in the network).
In the ﬁrst case, we ﬂag u as “continuously available”. An example is metabolite
node u1 = H that is one of the children of N12 in the tree depicted in Figure 2.
In this case, this metabolite node is ﬂagged as continuously available (indicated
by a star beside the node). Indeed, the metabolite is regenerated by the network.
In the second case, c is considered as a child of a reaction node of u; so it is not
necessary to duplicate the search for a precursor by expanding the metabolite.
An example is metabolite u2 = I in Figure 2. In this case, I is produced by
reaction node N14 which is not ancestor of u2 = I in the tree. Since I is the child
of the reaction node N13 ancestor of u2 = I, I has been already analysed. In the
third case, c cannot be produced by any other reaction node so there is no need
to expand it.
Therefore, when the process stops, all the leaves of the tree contain only
metabolites not produced by any reaction or already visited metabolites.
The procedure implies that, for any solution X for target t, there exists a
subtree whose set of reactions represents a hyperpath from X to t using some
compounds that are regenerated (set Z in Lemma 6).
Lemma 10. If X is a precursor set of t, then there exists a subtree of the
replacement tree containing a hyperpath H(X, Z, t) for some Z ∈ P(C).
Enumerating the Solutions
We now use the replacement tree to enumerate all minimal precursor sets for t.
This is done by successively processing subtrees that have a single reaction node
r as root and one or more metabolite nodes as children that are all leaves in the
tree. Depending on what those metabolite leaf nodes are (potential precursors,
ﬂagged metabolites or non-ﬂagged metabolites), the subtree will either be eliminated, or it will be used to create a new subtree that will replace it. This eﬀects
a progressive compression of the original replacement tree until it has only three
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Fig. 2. An example of a metabolic network and of a replacement tree for the target
metabolite A. 1. The metabolic graph. The metabolite nodes surrounded in black are
potential precursors. These are B, D, F, L, J, K and M. 2. The replacement tree before
compression. 3. The replacement tree after compression. Each set of substrate nodes
of a reaction node corresponds to a minimal precursor set.

levels composed of the root (level one), the reaction nodes producing the root
(level two) and the minimal precursor sets (level three). The ﬁnal compressed
tree preserves the same properties as the initial tree with respect to the minimal
precursor sets that produce the target t.
The compression algorithm starts by considering a reaction node whose substrate nodes are all leaves. Let r be the label of such a node, p be the parent of
r, S the set of labels of its children and n the parent of p (note that S is a set of
compounds and n is a reaction node). If r is such that either i) at least one of
its substrate nodes is neither a potential precursor nor a ﬂagged (continuously
available) metabolite or ii) the potential precursors in S form a superset of the
potential precursors that are substrate nodes of another reaction node having
also p as parent, then the subtree rooted at r is simply eliminated from the tree.
If r is not eliminated, the subtree rooted at n is duplicated; namely all reaction
and metabolite nodes are duplicated maintaining their label. Let n be the root
of this new subtree, p the child of n that corresponds to p, and r the child of
p that corresponds to r. Furthermore, n has the same parent as n.
We now modify the subtrees rooted at n and n as follows:
– the metabolite nodes that are children of r in the subtree rooted at n are
disconnected from r and r itself is eliminated;
– we replace node p in the subtree rooted at n with the set of children of r .
Both p and r are removed from n .
We describe one example, using the replacement tree of Figure 2. Assume that, at
some iteration of the compression algorithm, the subtree rooted at the reaction
node N9 whose substrate nodes are leaves of the tree is considered. The children
of N9 are potential precursors, and the parent of N9 has no other child. Therefore
we cannot eliminate N9. Since the reaction node that is its immediate ancestor
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is N4 the subtree rooted at N4 is duplicated. Suppose the root of the duplicate
subtree is labelled N4’. N4’ is made the child of the parent of N4 labelled C. The
metabolite nodes labelled F and M children of N9 are made the children of N4’
in replacement of the copy of N4’s only child labelled G. Reaction node N9 is
removed. The parent of N4 has now 3 children: N3, N4 and N4’. If N4 is the new
subtree considered at the next iteration of the algorithm, the algorithm would
eliminate it since its only child is not a ﬂagged leaf. If the subtree rooted at N4’
is considered then its two children, labelled F and M, are potential precursors.
However, since {F,M} is a superset of the set of potential precursors that are
substrate nodes of N3 (only F), the subtree rooted at N4’ can be eliminated and
the next reaction node considered could be N3.
The process above described continues until the ﬁnal compressed tree has
only 3 levels: the root labelled by the target, the reaction nodes produced by
the compression and the substrate nodes of these reaction nodes. The crucial
property is that each step of the compression does not eliminate any minimal
precursor set of t; it follows that labels of the children of a level 2 node directly
correspond to a minimal precursor set of the target, as stated in the following
lemma.
Lemma 11. If X is a minimal precursor set of t, then there exists a child x of
the root of the final compressed tree such the set of labels of the children of x
coincides with X.

5

Illustrations

We now brieﬂy present two illustrations of our method. In the two cases, the
set of potential precursors are deﬁned in the same way. Since precursors are
in general expected to be at the periphery of the network, we deﬁne as potential precursors all the metabolites not produced by any reaction and those that
are involved in only one reaction which is reversible. This deﬁnition may not
be suﬃcient for deﬁning all potential precursors. We can therefore add some
internal metabolites as further potential precursors. The ﬁnal set and the procedure to get the metabolic data are given in the supplementary ﬁle available at
http://biomserv.univ-lyon1.fr/∼cottret/WABI/annexes.pdf.
5.1

Checking Inconsistencies in a Metabolic Database

The ﬁrst example is very similar to the study done by Romero and Karp [8]
whose goal was to check inconsistencies in the metabolic database EcoCyc [6].
There are two steps: the ﬁrst proceeds exactly as in [8] on EcoCyc and is done
to recover the target metabolites not reached by Romero and Karp’s forward
propagation algorithm. From the set of nutrients and of bootstrap metabolites
given as input (these compounds are indicated by the user as being always
present even though they may not be continuously available metabolites), the
target metabolites not present in the scope of the nutrients are identiﬁed. In the
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second step, our method is applied on the network not produced by the forward
propagation to ﬁnd all the minimal precursor sets of the target metabolites not
reached during the ﬁrst step.
Data. The metabolic network we build contains 897 metabolites and 879 reactions, of which 104 are deﬁned as irreversible.
The metabolites that are deﬁned as bootstrapping during the ﬁrst step, (which
can be used during the forward propagation to ﬁre a reaction), are those present
in the minimal growth medium as indicated in [8], plus the ﬁrst ten most connected metabolites and some metabolites whose presence in the cell seem obvious
such as Coenzyme-A (see the supplementary ﬁle for a table of these bootstrapping metabolites). The only input metabolite for the forward propagation is
glucose. The target metabolites are the 20 amino acids.
Results. In the ﬁrst step, the forward propagation method in [8] returns a
network with 513 reactions and 437 metabolites. This means that half of the
network can be directly produced by injection of glucose, taking into account
the presence of the bootstrapping metabolites selected in [8]. This subnetwork
would even be bigger if our continuously available metabolites were also considered during the forward propagation. Among the 20 amino acids which are
the building blocks for the synthesis of proteins, only 2 are not produced by the
forward propagation: lysine and methionine.
Applying our method with lysine as target metabolite returns 9 sets of potentially missing precursors. Among them, one was noticeable: a set which contains
only tetrahydrodipicolinate. Indeed, this metabolite is involved in the biosynthesis of lysine and, surprisingly, the pathway appears complete in Escherichia
coli. Therefore the metabolite should not be a precursor. In fact, a closer look at
the data reveals an error in EcoCyc. Indeed, tetrahydrodipicolinate is a substrate of reaction 1.3.1.26 which is indicated as irreversible, and furthermore in
the “wrong” direction relatively to the known pathway. Once this reaction is
made reversible, both lysine and methionine become present in the sub-network
produced by the forward propagation.
5.2

Finding Nutrients Necessary to a Metabolic Function

The second example tests a case when the number of potential precursors is
expected to be high. This is the case of the metabolic network of the endosymbiotic bacterium Carsonella ruddii. Indeed, this bacterium lives inside specialised
cells of psyllids, phloem sap-feeding insects. Carsonella ruddii has the most reduced among known metabolic networks [7], hence the expected high number
of potential precursors for its essential metabolites, such as the amino acids
the bacterium provides to its host, who is not capable of producing them. Yet
recently, the analysis of the bacterium genome [9] showed that half of the pathways involved in the biosynthesis of essential amino acids have been completely
or partially lost. The bacterium therefore requires possibly many nutrients from
the host to enable it to ﬁll in these “holes”. As an illustration, we chose to search
for the precursors of one such essential amino acid, the arginine whose metabolic
pathway appears to be complete in the bacterium.
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Fig. 3. The sets of precursors of the arginine in Carsonella ruddii

Data. We built a metabolic network containing 130 compounds and 71 reactions, 16 of which are deﬁned as irreversible. As in the previous example, the
boostrapping compounds deﬁned in [8] were eliminated from the network.
Results. We found 12 minimal precursor sets for arginine. The results are presented in Figure 3. One interesting thing in these results is that glutamine,
threonine, and ion bicarbonate are present in all solutions. Glutamine and ion
bicarbonate are involved in reaction 6.3.5.5, which represents an essential step in
the arginine biosynthesis pathway, as described in MetaCyc [1]. Threonine as
precursor of arginine deserves to be discussed. The path between threonine and
arginine goes through two diﬀerent metabolic pathways by reversible reactions
to produce aspartate, a key metabolite of the arginine biosynthesis. Interestingly,
those two metabolic pathways (the “threonine biosynthesis from homoserine”,
and the “homoserine biosynthesis” pathways) are traversed in a direction inverse
to the one classically indicated in the database for those speciﬁc pathways. Of
course, this may be an artefact due to an imprecision concerning the direction
of the reactions, but it may also mean that those reactions can be used in a
direction inverse to the one indicated in the reference metabolic pathways.

6

Conclusion and Perspectives

We proposed the ﬁrst topology-based exact method to ﬁnd minimal precursor
sets for a set of target metabolites. Despite the complexity of the problem, the
method can be applied to genome-scale metabolic networks.
In contrast with previous methods, we deal in a formally clear way with the issue of cycles when searching for precursors in a given metabolic network. To this
purpose, we deﬁned the notion of “continuously available” compounds, which
either are able to self-regenerate themselves once activated, or to be generated
with the aid of self-regenerating metabolites. An implementation of the enumeration algorithm appears to allow ﬁnding all minimal precursor sets for networks
of the sizes used in the examples in a time ranging from a few seconds to a few
hours.
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Our analyses show that some concepts would need further reﬁnements. For instance, the assumption that all potential precursors are always in inﬁnite supply
from the environment may not be fully realistic from a biologicial point of view.
Indeed, some nutrients are always available in some environmental conditions
and not available in other conditions. The possibility to deﬁne diﬀerent sets of
potential precursors allows to search for the precursors in certain environments
but needs some a priori biological information about the nutrients available in
each condition.
Compressing the replacement tree while building it enables to reduce space
while enumerating all solutions. Eﬃcient though this is, we believe better results
might be achievable. Both this and the previous problem require to deﬁne and
deal well with cycles in hypergraphs representing metablic networks.
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